
Shop Note 

Milling Scale Lumber At Home 

Introduction 

There are fundamentally two shop tools in the home shop that are recommended for milling scale 
lumber. The table saw and band saw are the obvious choices. A planer and/or jointer are desirable but 
not every shop has that equipment. A good low angle jack plane will be as effective with a sharp blade 
for surfacing stock initially or intermediate truing.. 

The technique described herein is designed with safety in mind especially when ripping long stock for 
planking. This is the focus of this shop note. Cross cutting is of a lesser problem especially when 
employing a cross cut sled. 

Milling Considerations 

The biggest issue with using home shop equipment is that most table saw blades have such a 
comparatively thick saw cut or kerf. Typically they are 0.125 inch. This is very wasteful especially when 
using exotic woods that you are milling to .0625 or less. Band saw blades have a much narrower kerf, 
typically .03 to .06 inch wide, so are less wasteful. However band saw milling often requires resurfacing 
the cut faces of material more often. This can be problematical if one does not have a drum sander. 

If one has a planer the typical thickness of milled stock one can achieve without a carrier board is about 
0.25 inch. Planers with the assistance of a sled or carrier can mill down to 0.625 with some care. 

Table Saw “Workarounds” 

Table Saw thin kerf ripping blades with a high tooth count, and Alternate Tip Bevel (ATB) can be 
obtained and range in kerf cuts of 0.05 to.09 inch. However the price of these blades can be very high.  
Micro Thin, Infinity Laser Thin are suppliers of such blades. Freud makes a moderately priced blade at 
the larger kerf cut. 
 
Thurston makes saw blades for metal cutting applications that can be used for wood (yielding thinner 
kerfs) but diameters are limited as well as arbor holes. They do have, for example, a 6 in diameter blade 
with .03 in kerf and a 5/8 in arbor. 
 
Two other alternatives exist. Consider a 6 inch or 7 ¼ inch thin kerf blade such as those used for circular 
saw applications. This cheaper alternative is a wise initial approach if you can raise your blade 
sufficiently. Lastly if you have a blade of sufficient quality and type it might be worth the expense to 
have it machined with a hollow grind.  

 

 

 

 



Table Saw Approach 

Here are some basic steps to use a table saw with safety and precision in mind. 

 Make or buy a zero clearance insert. Caution!! Make sure it fits properly. 
 Ensure arbor/blade is aligned to the miter slot. Use the marked tooth method to adjust 

the trueness. 
 Check/align the rip fence to the blade as a starting point 
 Re-adjust the rip fence such that the outboard end of the blade has at least a 0.05 inch 

clearance. This is to prevent re-cutting of the stock as it passes the front end of the 
blade. 

 Use/add a splitter to your saw blade assembly to prevent freed stock from catching the 
blade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Milling on the Table Saw Using  The Cutoff Stop Gage  

 Start with an absolutely clean blade. Dirty blades burn wood and heat up the blade 
causing deflection.. 

 Create a face (straight) grain billet with at least one jointed edge. 
 Example: If you wish to mill ¼ in wide planks. Create a billet of face grain material  

¼ inch W X approx 3/4 inch H X 24 inch L. 
 Attach the billet to a ¾ inch, preferably wider, straight and true backer of the same W 

and L. 
 Use/Make an outboard stop device such as the one shown in the picture and test rip a 

sample of the desired thickness such as 1/16 in. 

 

 USE PUSH STICKS. Never, never use anything less than a proper push stick such as the 
one shown. 

 Use a feather board to hold the stock flat to the table. 
 Measure the cutoff for consistent thickness  along its length 
 Repeat the ripping process once the desired thickness is achieved by moving the rip 

fence towards the blade until the rip stop gage is contacted 
 If you have a jointer occasionally run the billet edge to re-true its face. No jointer? Use a 

good hand plane. 
 



 
The picture below shows stock milled in this fashion with a 0.064 thickness +/- 0.003 variance over 
length. 

 

 

Milling on the Band Saw Using The Stop Gage 

Using the band saw produces similar results with less waste overall.  Band sawing results are greatly 
improved if your machine and blade are well attended to. Proper tension on the blade, correct set up of 
roller guides  and use of Cool Blocks instead of standard guide blocks is a good start to success. 

 Use a Woodslicer ½ inch re-saw blade from Highland Woodworking. They are relatively 
inexpensive and supposedly have been acclaimed for their ability to cut veneer. 

 Create the billet as before 
 Add the backer as before 
 Employ the stop gage and adjust the rip fence after every pass 
 Make a test cut and adjust the stop 
 Joint the face of the billet after every pass or at best occasionally 
 Thickness results down to 1/32 inch???? 

 



Drum Sand For Final Finish 

 Use a fixture similar to the one shown to final mill the strips to finish dimension of more 
uniform thickness. 

 Shown in the picture is a drill press with a sanding drum installed. An oscillating sander 
will also work however you may wish to prevent the strips from riding up and down with 
the motion of the sander spindle. 

 The jig is a simple hinged “gate” that is adjustable and can be locked down after 
adjustment. The gate pivots on the left hand side and can be moved accordingly to 
achieve the proper distance between gate and drum to achieve the desired thickness. 

 A sized hole is cut through the base board such that the drum is free to oscillate with 
this arrangement. It may be advisable to add a restraint on the outboard side of the 
oscillating drum sander so the wood strip does not follow the oscillating drum. 

 The stock should be fed from the right hand side of the machine if the drum is rotating 
clockwise and pulled from the left hand side. 

 This jig can also be used on a drill press with a mountable sanding drum installed. The 
drum should be adjusted such that it nests down through the base board cutout. 



   

 

  

 


